
Comics and 
Comprehension

TEACHER NOTES

YOUR FREE BEANO RESOURCES

Children love to read comics and while finding a way to 
encourage reading for pleasure is always a big win in and of 
itself, there are plenty of ways you can use this enthusiasm to 
fuel learning in the classroom. 

Even a short comic strip helps children become familiar with 
narrative structures and once this knowledge is embedded it’s 
more easily transferred to other, more stretching contexts. 
The illustrations play an important part too in opening up new 
vocabulary and children will constantly make inferences as 
they read, without really knowing it. 

So why not try these enjoyable activities with your class as 
a way of getting everyone – including your typically more 
reluctant readers – to develop their reading skills? There are 
three full stories from Beano to share with the children and, 
having enjoyed these, they can tackle the comprehension / 
inference activity sheets, which have a few writing challenges 
included for good measure. Pupils can practise composition 
too with a series of jumbled up comic strips that need 
reordering, and the chance to write their own story. 



What’s in the pack?
• Numskulls comic strip and comprehension sheet  

A testing situation for Edd causes the Numskulls to  
uncover Mr Throbb’s marking secret!

• Dennis and Gnasher comic strip and comprehension sheet 
Dennis’s dad brings back a giant box of half price custard  
from the supermarket. What could possibly go wrong?

• Bananaman comic strip and comprehension sheet  
Eric gets the call when the whole town is covered in  
ever-expanding slime. 

Comic mix up
These comic strips have been muddled up. Can your pupils 
cut them out and put them back together in the right order?

Create a comic
Inspired by the stories from the Beano, can your class put 
their narrative skills to good use and create their own mini 
adventure?

Good lesson? 
If these Beano stories and resources have gone down well, why 
not consider a school subscription to Beano? After all, it’s been 
encouraging kids to become regular readers for over 80 years! 
Aimed at a core age of 7-12, weekly issues can be particularly 
effective for engaging your more reluctant readers.

Find out more at: 

SCHOOLS.BEANO.COM/SUBSCRIBE
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looks like a
job for

banana-slime!

wow! that’s
great slime,

minnie!

i used a new recipe from
the internet. would you
like a closer look?

i mean...
bananaman!
i haven’t
really

woken up
yet.

yes, i...

it’s kind of cool, but
also really gross. who
could have done this?

ha-ha! you got me
that time. i’ll get
you back soon!

we both
know that
will never
happen.

this is like the time when you
splatted me with that tomato.

oh yeah. that was
funny. remind me
to do that again.

eric, get
bananaman!

what is
it, chief?

at bash street school...

splat
!

sQUelch
!

blorp!
what’s going on with

the slime? - ed
ooh... that’s not

good! - ed

grow
!

the next morning... ‘it’s beanotown! it’s covered in slime! ’

Fazoom!
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What do aliens like to read? Comet books!

it was
me!

i put a recipe for slime on the internet,
including a secret ingredient that
makes it grow and grow and grow!

it’s pretty gross,
but how does it
help you be evil?

i can
control
it with this
remote
control.
didn’t i say

that?
i thought

i had.

gulp!
no.

ouch!
i thought
slime was
meant to be
soft and
squishy!

it can be soft and
squishy! i can make it
do anything! ha-ha-ha!

glub!

can’t you just go back to firing
death rays at me? that was less icky.

how about
a death
wave,

instead?
this is the
end for you,
bananaman!

gulp!

huh?! what’s
happening?

oh, doctor gloom,
don’t you know?

slime always dries
up when you leave
it out in the sun!

better
luck next
slime!

waah! my
beautiful
slime!

sQUelch!

whAM!
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Life of Slime
Now you’ve finished reading Bananaman’s 
adventure, can you answer these questions?

2. How does Eric feel about being tricked, and how 
do you know?

3. What does the Editor think is not good? 
Choose one: 

1. How did Minnie trick Eric at the beginning  
of the story?

“OOH...THAT'S 

NOT GOOD!”

The slime looks unhappy

Minnie is going to splat Eric with a tomato again

The slime is growing and looks alive

The slime is very green



4. How might this have happened? Choose the 
most likely explanation: 

Minnie made more slime from the internet recipe

Eric made lots of slime because he was jealous

Lots of children made slime from the internet 
recipe

The slime is growing and spreading on its own

“IT'S 

BEANOTOWN! 

IT'S COVERED 

IN SLIME!”

5. Why does Bananaman call himself “Banana-slime” 
by mistake?

6. Write down the words that means the same as 
“very disgusting”.

7. Name three things Dr Gloom’s slime turns into.

1) 

2) 

3) 



8. Why does Dr Gloom say “instead”? 
Instead of what?

9. How is Dr Gloom’s evil plan defeated? 

10. Find and copy a word on the second page of the story 
that means, “soft and moist”.

Choose one of these writing challenges...

• That evening, in Beanotown, it rained heavily. What might 
happen to the dried-out slime? What would Bananaman do 
about it?

• Try to create Dr Gloom’s slime recipe! (Hint: find an 
ordinary slime recipe, then think about what extra 
ingredients might be needed in order to make it grow!)

Now it s your turn!

‘

“HOW ABOUT 

A DEATH WAVE, 

INSTEAD?”





Answers
1. She got him to look closely so it was easy to push the slime 

into his face.

2. He is happy to be tricked / he thinks it’s funny because he 
laughs and says he’ll get her back.

3. The slime is growing and looks alive.

4. The slime is growing and spreading on its own.

5. He’s tired / only just woken up / not quite woken up.

6. Really gross.

7. A fist, a (giant) cube and a (death) wave.

8. Instead of a death ray (that Bananaman just mentioned).

9. The sun dries out all the slime.

10. Squishy.
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you’re here
to help push
the trolley.

what am i
doing here?

oops! the giant
half price custard!

this is what
me doing that
looks like.

urrgh! it’s really
heavy when it’s full!

ooh... half price custard!
we’ll have that!

meh!
this is
too
much
work.

you’re all sweaty carrying
that about! get yourself

cleaned up when we get home.

worth it!

ooh... an old bath!
we’ll have that!

i don’t know
where you get

it from.

if i bury it in the back
garden, it’ll make a little
pond for ducks and frogs.

i’ll fill
it with
water
from
the tap.

this has
gnothing to do

with sausages. for
that reason, i’m

out.

i’ll find
somewhere for

a gnap.

what’s the deal?

the back door isn’t as
wide as the front?!

i’ll have to
push it out

the front and
then through
the garage.

back home... so...

once the bath is full...
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What can you catch, but not throw? A cold!
this joke is
really funny!

ah!

i’ll make a
coffee and
chill on
the sofa.

how andwhy is there a
bath full of custard at the

bottom of the stairs?

dad, there’s a proper
bath with water and
everything upstairs!

i know!
huh?!

i told you to clean yourself
up when you got home! custard’s

not going to do that!

dad’s just cleaned
himself up...

dennis comes to investigate... and then mum arrives...
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Custard caper
See what mischief Dennis has been getting up to, 
then try and answer these questions.

2. What does Dennis’s dad mean when he says: 
“Worth it!”?

3. Gnasher thinks: “I don’t know where you get it 
from.” Who is Dennis like and in what way?

1. Why does Dennis’s mum look so unhappy at the 
beginning of the story?



4. List three ways in which Dennis’s plan with the 
bathtub doesn’t work out.

1) 

2) 

3) 

5. How is Dad feeling when he steps out of the 
bathroom on to the landing? 
Circle two words:

exhausted           refreshed             relaxed

annoyed        furious

6. Show which of these statements is true and which is false 
by ticking in the true/false column:

Dennis helped his parents in the supermarket.

Dennis planned to trick his Dad into a custard bath.

Mum was angry with Dad for washing in custard.

Dad didn’t know Gnasher was sleeping outside  
the bathroom.

True False



7. Give three reasons Dad is furious at the end of the 
story.

1) 

2) 

3) 

8. Find and copy a word on the second page of the story 
that means the same as “normal”, “actual” or “usual”.

Choose one of these writing challenges...

• Create a list of the tricks Dennis could now get up to with 
a bath full of custard. 

• Write a diary entry from the perspective of one of the 
characters. Include what happens next.

• Re-read the last three panels of the story. Create three 
thought bubbles for these panels. Write down Dennis’s 
thoughts in each of them.

Now it s your turn!

‘





Answers
1. Dennis is supposed to be helping to push the trolley, but he is 

messing about, dragging it instead.

2. Getting sweaty by carrying something so heavy is worth it 
because the jumbo custard’s half price. He likes custard. 

3. Dennis is like his dad because they both use the expression 
“We’ll have that!” when they find something they want.

4. 1) The back door is too narrow for the bath.  
2) The custard tips into the bath.  
3) The bathtub is too heavy.

5. Refreshed / relaxed.

6. Dennis helped his parents in the supermarket - FALSE 
 Dennis planned to trick his Dad into a custard bath - FALSE 
 Mum was angry with Dad for washing in custard - TRUE 
 Dad didn’t know Gnasher was sleeping outside  
 the bathroom - TRUE

7. Possible answers:
•  He had just washed when he fell in the custard.
•  All of his custard has been wasted.
•  He might think Dennis tricked him into falling into the  

custard bath.
•  Mum thinks he’s having a bath in custard on purpose / to get 

clean.

8. Proper.



Why did the chef quit his job? They cut his celery!
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there’s a lot going
on in edd’s head...

edd has been
handed a difficult
history test...

inside mr throbb’s head...

inside edd’s head...

eh?

using ‘and’ made your
sentence unclear. don’t
move and don’t show you
the test answers? it’s

better to say ‘don’t move.
show us the test

answers.’

there you
go!

he’s right. that
could be taken

two ways,
i guess.

i know, but
what you don’t
understand is...

all i know about
history is the
romans built

straight roads. is
that on the test?

no.

arrgh! then
we’ve got no
answers to
anything!

all right! the truth is
i don’t know the answers!
i never look at the test!

we just need
to get

answers.

i just give everyone a
middle mark and watch

telly!

who has
answers?

what do we do? he
doesn’t know the

answers!

teacher has the
answers!

ha-ha-ha! what we
do is nothing! just
stick ‘romans’
down for every

answer!

i don’t like where
this is going!

why?!

get to the
chopper!

because mr throbb
won’t read it!
ha-ha-ha!

set a course for
mr throbb’s ear!

don’t move and
show us the test

answers!

so you don’t
want the test
answers?

see?
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Pointless answers 
Just what have the Numskulls been up to? Read the 
comic strip, then have a go at these questions.

2. What causes the Numskulls to panic?

1. How does Edd feel when he is faced with the history 
test and how do you know?
Circle two words to show how he feels:

I know this because...

 excited curious puzzled 

  worried  angry



4. What do the Numskulls plan to do to solve the 
problem?

Why does this plan not quite work out?

5. What do we know about the characters of Edd and Mr 
Throbb? 
Match each character to what we know about them. The first 
one has been done for you. 

Edd

Mr Throbb

Likes watching TV

has Numskulls in his head

Is lazy

only knows about Roman roads

6. What two things does Mr Throbb’s Numskull admit to 
Edd’s Numskull?

1) 

2)  



7. How did using “and” make Edd’s Numskull’s instruction 
unclear to Mr Throbb’s Numskull?

Choose one of these writing challenges...

• Retell the story in no more than 30 words.

• Retell the story from the perspective of Mr Throbb’s 
Numskull.

• Explain who was in the wrong in this story? Why do 
you think so?

Now it s your turn!

‘

8. Why will writing “Romans” for every answer work?





Answers
1. Puzzled and worried. 

 His facial expression: his eyes staring, his mouth made small, one 
raised eyebrow.

2.  Edd only knows about Roman roads and that isn’t on the test.

3.  a) They plan to find out by going into the teacher’s head.

   b) The teacher doesn’t know the answers. 

4.

5. Two from: He never looks at the test / He gives everyone a middle 
mark / He watches telly instead of marking properly.

6. By using ‘and’, the instruction sounded as if they wanted him not 
to give the answers as well as not to move.

7. Mr Throbb’s Numskull doesn’t actually read the answers anyway.

Edd

Mr Throbb

Likes watching TV

has Numskulls in his head

Is lazy

only knows about Roman roads



1.  Cut out each panel.  Be careful if using scissors. Dennis got 
Gnasher to chew them out….

2. Re-mix them so they make a complete funny story…bonus 
points if you show them to someone else and they laugh!

3. Time yourself and see how quickly you can complete each task.  
The real Beano Ed took over an hour…

B



C

D
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PIE FACE

Freewheeling,
freestyle fun!

He’s got pies on the brain!
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She can travel through time
and space without a TARDIS!TIM TRAVELLER
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try to
keep up,
e-poc!

hooray!
sunshine!

bah! it’s
started to

rain. now we’ll
get wet!

my sensors tell me
this rainstorm
will last until

3pm.

that’s it! we’ll
just zap ourselves forward
to 3pm! then we can continue
our ride without the rain

spoiling it.

i’m
getting
soaked!

i don’t think
that’s a good

idea, tim.

i tried to
warn you. 3pm is when
the park’s automatic
sprinklers switch

on.

nonsense!
open a time
portal,
e-poc.

i’m doing some
resistance training

today, rubi.

i’ve heard of
that! isn’t that when you use special
elastic bands that hold you back,
so you work harder and increase

your strength? erm… no.
it means i’m resisting
the urge to go to
training! slurp!

i kicked a ball
really hard and it
smashed a window.
well… five windows,

actually!

i mixed all the
chemicals in science
class and caused an
explosion of blue

goop.

what
are you
here
for?

what
are you
here
for?

i’m not sure.
today’s been a bit

of a blur!

tim’s enjoying
a bike ride in
the park…

3pm… but…

SPR
AY!

GUSH!

outside the
headmaster’s

office…
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the comic
challenge!

who?

USE THE BLANK PANELS BELOW TO WRITE & 

DRAW YOUR OWN COMIC STRIP! BUT MAKE 

SURE TO INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING BITS... 

Make sure 
this Beano 
star is in your 
comic!

Dennis

get ready  
for...

where?
Here’s where 
to draw the 
character 
hanging out!
supermarkeT

what?
See if you can 
sneak this  
into your 
story!

A bargain

words?
Slip these words 
into your speech 
bubbles!
annoyed & 

Investigate




